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Abstract 
Let (YT)j>~0 be an isotropic random walk on the homogeneous space U(n) /U(n-  1) (n>~2) and :z, the canonical 
projection from U(n)/U(n - 1) onto the double coset hypergroup U(n) / /U(n-  1) which will be identified with the 
unit disk D C C. Assume the random walk is stopped after j(n) steps. We prove that, under certain restrictions, the 
random variables (~,(Yj~,))),>~2 onD C C admit a central imit theorem. This result has an interpretation related to cut-off 
phenomena of Diaconis for random walks on hypercubes. The proof depends on a limit relation between the spherical 
functions of U(n)/U(n - 1) (i.e., certain Jacobi polynomials in two dimensions) and Laguerre polynomials. This limit 
relation and a connection between Laguerre polynomials and the moments of bivariate normal distributions then assure 
that the moments of the distributions under consideration tend to the moments of a bivariate normal distribution. The 
moment convergence criterion will complete the proof. 
Keywords: Isotropic random walks; Symmetric spaces; Central imit theorem; Moment problem; Disk hypergroups; 
Jacobi polynomials; Laguerre polynomials 
AMS Classification: 60B15; 60F05; 33C25; 43A62 
O. Introduction 
Many families of special functions admit well-known limit results with a background in differential 
geometry. It seems to be a general principle that these limits often have interesting applications in 
probability theory. In particular, limit transitions for spherical functions of Gelfand pairs often lead 
to central imit theorems for isotropic random walks on the associated homogeneous spaces. Results 
of this kind are presented, for instance, in [6, 16, 18]; further esults and references can be found 
in the monograph [4]. The purpose of this paper is to present another central imit theorem of this 
flavour for isotropic random walks on the homogeneous spaces U(n)/U(n- 1) for n/>2. 
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To describe the meaning of our results, identify U(n)/U(n-1 ) with the sphere S 2~-1 and the double 
coset space U(n)//U(n- 1) with the unit disk D = {z E C: Izl 1}. Then D carries a canonical 
double coset hypergroup structure (see [1, 4, 5, 10, 14]). Consider an isotropic random walk (YT)j~>0 
on U(n)/U(n - 1), i.e., a Markov chain starting at time 0 in the point U(n - 1) E U(n)/U(n - 1) 
with the invariance condition 
e(Yj+l Eg(A)I  Y)' =g(z ) )=P(Y j+,  EA I Y f=z)  for j>~O, gE  U(n), 
z E U(n) /U(n -  1), and Borel sets A C U(n)/U(n - 1). The image of (Yj")j>~0 under the canonical 
projection . : U(n)/U(n - 1 ) --~ U(n)//U(n - 1 ) = D is a random walk on the hypergroup D. This 
means that n . (Yg)= 1 E D, and that 
P(n.(Yj+1)EA I rc.(Ysn)=z) = (rz*#)(A)  (j>~O, zED,  ACD) ,  
* being the hypergroup convolution on D depending on n and p E M~(D) a probability measure. 
The distributions of the random variables n.(Ysn ) on D (and hence of Y7 on the homogeneous space 
U(n)/U(n - 1)) are determined uniquely by # E M1(D), j, and n. For each n we now choose a 
suitable/t. E M1(D) and study the sequence of associated random walks (nn(Yf))j>~o. If we stop the 
nth walk after j (n) E N steps, then--under certain conditions given below--the random variables 
(rc.(Yj~.))).~>2 on D admit a central imit theorem. The following result appears as a special case: 
Theorem. For each dimension n >~ 2, take some number j(n) E N of  steps and a Dirac measure 
6r(.) E M1(D) with r(n) E]0, I [CD as transition measure. Assume that 
(1) l im._~ n o- (1 - r (n ) )= 0 with some constant 0 > 0; 
(2) lim.__.~ [j(n)(1 - r (n )  2) - Inn]  =: c exists for some constant c E R U {c~}. 
For n>-2, consider the associated random walks (n.(Yjn))j~>o n D. Then, for n ~ oe, the random 
variables x/-n. n.(Yf(.)) on C ~- ~2 tend in distribution to the bivariate normal distribution whose 
Lebesgue density is given by (1/n )e- y2e -(x-e-'2)2. 
This theorem can be interpreted as follows: Let (Yf)j>_.0 be an isotropic random walk on 
U(n)/U(n - 1 ) ~- S 2~-1 for some large dimension such that the projection of its transition prob- 
ability under n, is the Dirac measure fir E M1(D) for r E]0, I[CD. Choose some sufficiently small 
constant c E E, and stop the random walk after j := ~(lnn + c)/(1 - r2) J  steps. Then x/~. n,(Yy) 
will approximately be bivariate normally distributed with center (e -C/z, 0) E E2 ~_ C and covariance 
matrix 
i 
If we take a uniformly distributed random variable Z on U(n) /U(n -  1), then the distribution of 
x/-n. n,(Z) on R 2 is given by 
n - 1 (1 x2 + Y2~"-ed2a'x, I n n ) t Y)lz~ (22 the Lebesgue measure). 
As this measure is close to the centered bivariate normal distribution with the same covariance matrix 
A, it follows roughly that the deviation of the distribution of v/'n • n,(Yj") from the distribution of 
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x/-n. n,(Z) has order e -c/z. The same will also be true for the deviation of the distribution of Y7 
from the uniform distribution on U(n)/U(n - 1 ) ~_ S 2"-1. This result is in good agreement with the 
cut-off phenomenon of Diaconis for random walks on the hypercube; see [7, 8]. Other continuous 
examples of the same type are discussed in [18, 20]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we first briefly introduce the double coset hyper- 
groups U(n) / /U(n -  1 ) and, more generally, the disk hypergroups. The main result of this note, two 
different limit theorems for random walks on disk hypergroups, are stated and discussed at the end of 
Section 1. The central imit theorem stated above will appear as a special case of one of these limit 
results. The proofs rely on a connection between moments of two-dimensional Gaussian distributions 
and Laguerre polynomials; this will be established in Section 2. Finally, Section 3 contains the main 
parts of the proofs. The main ingredients of the proofs are limit relations for the spherical functions 
of U(n) /U(n -  1) o r - -more  generally--the characters of disk hypergroups. These limits assure 
that the moments of the distributions of the random variables x/~. T(,n(yjn.(n)) in the theorem above 
tend to the moments of a two-dimensional normal distribution. The moment convergence criterion 
in two dimensions then completes the proof. 
1. Random walks on U(n) / /U(n -  1) and on disk hypergroups 
1.1. Disk hypergroups. Let D be the unit disk in C "~ ~2 where we always identify C with ~2. Fix 
some constant c~ > 0. According to Annabi and Trimeche [1], we obtain the following hypergroup 
structure on D: Let m~ be the probability measure on D with 
~+1 
dm~(x, y)  := 
7~ 
(1 - x 2 - y2)~ dx dy, 
and introduce a convolution of Dirac measures on D by 
o¢ fD ¢1 [Z[2~//1 ldm~(v),l (z, wED) .  (1.1) 6z * 6w(f )  := f ( zw + - - ]wl 2. v) ,v,------ 5
~+1 
This convolution can be extended uniquely to a bilinear, weakly continuous and associative convolu- 
tion • on the Banach space Mb(D) of all bounded Borel measures on D. It generates a commutative 
hypergroup structure on D with m= as its normalized Haar measure and with 1 E D C C as iden- 
tity element. For the general theory of hypergroups we refer to [9, 4]. The characters of the disk 
hypergroup are given, in polar coordinates, by 
Pn,m(r,(~) ¢p) : . . . .  P~'lml)(2r 2 1) r Iml e im~ for m E Z, n E N0, (1.2) 
where the P~'~) are the Jacobi polynomials normalized by P~'a)(1) = 1; see [1] up to some modifi- 
cation of notation. Thus, the polynomials P(~) satisfy the product formula n,m 
f 
Pn, m(Z) " Pn, m(w)  ---- n,m(v) d(bz * 6w)(v) for m E 7/, n E N0, z,w E D. 
Jl~ 
(1.3) 
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1.2. Random walks on disk hypergroups. Consider the disk hypergroup D for some fixed index 
> 0 and choose a fixed probability measure # E M1(D) on D. We investigate "the" stationary 
Markov chain (X?)l~>0 on D which is associated with # and our convolution structure on D as 
follows: Assume that the walk starts at 1 (i.e., X0 -= 1 with probability one) and that the transition 
probabilities atisfy 
P(Xt EA ] Xl-i =z)  =(6z*tt ) (A)  for l E N, zED and Borel sets ACD.  (1.4) 
It follows by induction that for each l the distribution of the random variable )(l is given by the lth 
convolution power #(1) of # with respect o the convolution • on D. Eq. (1.3) now yields that the 
distributions p(t) are related to the polynomials P(~) by n,m 
fO (~1 (~) Pn,m(Z) d#(/)(z) : Pn, m(Z) dtt(z) (l E N, n E N0,m E 7/). (1.5) 
In Section 3 we shall use this relation together with limit results for the polynomials Pn(,~ ) in order 
to prove the following main results of this paper: 
1.3. Theorem (Central Limit Theorem). Let (a(k))k~ C]0, cx~[ be a sequence of  indices, let (r(k), 
q~(k))kEN C D be a sequence of  elements of  the unit disk in polar coordinates, and let (j(k))kE~ C N 
be a sequence representing numbers of  jumps. Assume that these sequences have the following 
properties: 
(1) lim~__.~ ~(k) = c~; 
(2) l imk~ ~(k) Q. (1 - r (k ) )= 0 for some constant 0 > 0; 
(3) limk__.~j(k)~p(k) = 0; 
(4) l imk~ [j(k)(1 - r (k )  2) - In  a(k)] =: c exists for some constant c E E U {c¢}. 
For each k E ~, let (Xj(a(k), r(k), ~o(k)))jEN0 be the random walk on the disk hypergroup of  index 
a(k) which starts at the time 0 at the point 1 E D and which is associated with the transition 
probability 6(~(k),~o(k)). 
Then, for k ~ c~, E2-valued random variables 
V/~ • Xj(k)(c~(k), r(k), q~(k)) 
tend in distribution to the bivariate normal distribution whose Lebesgue density is given by 
(1/rc)e-Y~e-(X-~-c:) ~. 
In particular, i f  c = oo, then a(k).Xj(k)(a(k),r(k),~o(k)) tends in distribution to the bivariate 
normal distribution (1/rc)e -y~-~ dx dy. 
As the double coset hypergroups U(n)//U(n - 1) appear as special cases of disk hypergroups 
for 7 = n - 2 (see [1, 11, 14]), it is clear that Theorem 1.3 in particular implies the central imit 
theorem of the Introduction with ~(k) = n - 2, ¢p(k) = 0. 
The following result shows that slightly different conditions on the parameters ~(k), j (k)  and r(k) 
lead to a limit theorem different from Theorem 1.3. 
1.4. Theorem. Let s E [0, 1 [ be a constant. Assume that we have the same setting as in Theorem 
1.3 where condition (4) is replaced by the following one: 
(4') l imk~ [j(k)(1 - r(k) 2) - s. In ~(k)] =: c exists for some c E ~ U {cx~}. 
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Then, for k ~ c¢, the ~2-valued random variables a(k ) ~/2 .Xj~k)(a(k), r(k ), qg(k )) tend in probability 
to the constant (e -C, O) E R 2. 
1.5. Remarks. (1) Condition (1) of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 is indispensible. It ensures in particular, 
together with the other conditions, that j (k) --* c¢ and r(k) --~ 1 hold. Conditions (4) and (4') 
respectively are the essential assumptions which lead to the particular flavour of the results above. 
The technical condition (2) is needed for one step of the proofs only (see Eq. (3.7) in Section 3 
below). 
(2) Condition (3) in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 is also indispensible. It is, however, possible to replace 
condition (3) by assuming that the j(k)q~(k) tend (modulo 2n) to some angle ~9 E [0,2n[. In 
this case we obtain the same results as in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 respectively whereby then the 
limit distribution on R 2 has to be rotated by the angle ~b. This follows easily from Theorems 1.3 
and 1.4 and the fact that T :---- {z E C: Izl = 1} is a subgroup of all disk hypergroups D. 
(3) Using the subgroup T of the disk hypergroup D, we may form the quotient hypergroup 
D/T. This quotient is clearly homeomorphic to the interval [ -1,  1]. Moreover, D/T is isomorphic 
as a hypergroup to the hypergroup on [-1,  l] generated by the linearization formula of the Jacobi 
polynomials (P~,°))n~> 0. (This follows from an abstract description of the dual space of D/T in 
terms of the dual space of D; see, for instance, Theorem 2.5 of [17].) The canonical projection 
p • D --, D/T ~_ [-1, 1] hence shows that the two-dimensional limit theorems 1.3 and 1.4 imply the 
one-dimensional limit theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of [20] for the Jacobi hypergroup structures on [ - l ,  l] 
with the indices ~, fl, ~ --~ ~,  fl = 0. 
(4) As mentioned above, the double coset hypergroups U(n) / /U(n -  1) may be regarded as the 
disk hypergroups of index ~ = n -2 ,  n/> 3. There exist further sequences (Gn,Hn) of compact Gelfand 
pairs such that the associated ouble coset hypergroups G,//Hn can be identified with polynomial 
hypergroup structures on suitable compact subsets of E2 independent of n. The characters of these 
hypergroups are again two-dimensional orthogonal polynomials which can be expressed in terms of 
Jacobi polynomials; for examples of such series see the survey of [l l] and references cited there. 
We conjecture that these sequences of hypergroups also admit limit theorems for n ~ cx~ similar to 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 above. 
2. Bivariate normal distributions and Laguerre polynomials 
This section serves as a preparation for the proof of the Central Limit Theorem 1.3. We here first 
establish a relation between oncentered bivariate normal distributions and Laguerre polynomials. 
Moreover, we state the classical moment convergence criterion in two variables in a form that will 
turn out to be useful in Section 3. 
We think that the following result is well known in multivariate probability. As we could not find 
a suitable reference, its proof is included for the sake of completeness. 
2.1. Lemma. Consider the bivariate normal distribution 
dva(x,y) := le-Y2e-~X-v%2 dx dy 
7Z 
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for some fixed constant a > O. Moreover, for ~>>,0 and n C ~o, let L(, ~) be the nth Laguerre poly- 
nomial of index ~ as introduced, for instance, in [15]. Then, in polar coordinates, the distribution 
va satisfies 
~ ~2=L~l"l)(rZ) rlml ei*m dva(r, cp) - (-  1 ~nan+lml/2 for m E 7/, n E ~0. 
n! 
Proof. It is well known (see, for instance, p.194 of [2]) and it can be easily seen that the Laguerre 
functions 
1 ( r (n+l )  
,~n,m(F,~O) := "-~ i.(n-~i--~l + m)]l/2L(Iml)(r2)rlml ek°me (mE 7/, n E ~o) 
form a complete orthonormal system in polar coordinates in L2(~ 2) with respect o the Lebesgue 
measure on R 2. Consider the function 9(r, q~) in polar coordinates having the Fourier coefficients 
2~ 1 ( F(n + 1) ~U2(--1)nan+lml/2 
a~O fO0 ~n,m(r, fp ) .g ( r ,~o) . rdrd(p=-~ F (n+[m[+l ) )  
for m E 77 and n E t~0. If we use the fact that the Bessel functions Jlml are generating functions of 
the Laguerre polynomials (see Eq. (5.1.16) of [15]), we obtain that 
1 e_r2/2 ~ ~ (--1)n)!z(nlml)(r2)anrlmlei9 m alml/2 
9(r' q~) = x ,,=-o~ n=0 (n -~- Iml 
oo  
1 e_r2/2 e- a ~ (_l)_lml/2ei,mjiml(2rv/-~V/Z_l), 
7T, m=- -O0 
where J= is the Bessel function of index ~. As J-m = (-l)-mJm, we find 
g(r, (p) = _1 e_r2/2 e- a ~ (__i)mei~0m ff (2riv/-a)" 
7/7 m=-oc 
Finally, the generating function for Bessel functions (see p. 17 of [21]) 
tm ffm(Z ) = eZ(t-l/t)/2 
m=-oc 
with z = 2irv/-a and t = - ie  '~° leads to 
g( r, q~ ) = _1 . e_r2 /2_a+ 2rv,~.cos % 
Going back to Cartesian coordinates, we immediately see that the normal distribution 
(1/zc)e-Y2e -(x-v~)2 dxdy has the property required above. Thus the proof is complete. [] 
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Now consider the linear space generated by the functions L~ Iml)(r 2 )rl rnl ei~ om in polar coordinates, 
This vector space is equal to the space of all polynomials in R 2. Therefore, classical results for 
multidimensional moments (see, for instance, problems 30.3-30.5 in [3]) lead to the following 
result: 
2.2. Proposition. Let (l~k )k>~l be a sequence of  probability measures on R 2 such that all the modified 
moments 
Mk, m :~ fo °° jo'2nzOml)(r2)r Iml e k°md]./k(r,cp) (mE 7/, nE  [~0) 
exist. I f  l imk~ M~m = ((-1)"/nI)a "+lml/2 for some a > 0 and all m,n, then the measures Ftk tend 
weakly to the bivariate normal distribution va of  Lemma 2.1. 
3. Proofs of the limit theorems 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 will be similar to the proofs of related 
one-dimensional central imit theorems in [18, 20]. We first give a sketch of the proof. 
Assume that the indices ~(k), r(k), ~p(k), j (k)  and c are given as in Theorem 1.3. Moreover, we 
denote the distribution of the ~2-valued random variables ~ .  Xj(k)(~(k),r(k), qg(k)) by #k for 
k E ~. We shall prove in Section 3.2 below that the measures #k satisfy 
( n )  f0~f0zn ( r ) (--1)nan+lml/2 (3.1) ~im ~-~n (k) ~(k)lm[/2(_l)n p(~k)) ~,~p d#,(r ,~p)-  ~. 
with a := e -¢ for all m E 7] and n ¢ N0 after transformation to polar coordinates. We next use the 
definition of the disk polynomials P~,~) together with the limit relation between Laguerre and Jacobi 
polynomials (see Eq. (5.3.4) of [15] and notice the different normalization there). This leads to 
lira (n+~)~lm'/2(-1)"  ~) ( ~ )  ~o~ n Pn, m , q9 = L~lml)(r 2) r Iml e k°m (3.2) 
for m E 77 and n E No. In Lemma 3.3 below we shall justify that the limit (3.2) can be interchanged 
with the integration in (3.1). Hence, Lemma 3.3 yields 
lim f°~ ~0'2~ k~°~Jo L(nlml)(r2)r Iml e k°m d#k(r, qg) -- (--l)nan+lml/2n! (3.3) 
for m E 7/ and n E N0. If we now apply the two-dimensional convergence criterion stated in 
Proposition 2.2, then we obtain the Central Limit Theorem 1.3. 
We mention that the limit case c = oo (which means a = 0) can be included above in an obvious 
way. 
In summary, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, we still have to establish Eq, (3.1) 
as well as Lemma 3.3 below. 
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3.2. Proof of Eq. (3.1). As ,~(j(k)) is the distribution of the random variable Xj(h)(a(k),r(k), q)(k)), V(r(k ),q~(k ))
we obtain from the convolution equation (1.5) that 
( ) s0s0 (r / l irn n+~n(k) o~(k)lml/2(-1) n c¢ 2ap~,~(mk) ) ~,q9 dgk(r, qg) 
= lim p(~(k))t,. ,n~cl,.~ (j(k)) [r ,n~ k--+o¢~ El! ln'm ~'" "t~1 ~V(r(k)'qg(k))~'" '4"I
~(k)n+lm[/2(- 1 )" 
= lim (P~,~mk))(r(k),cp(k))) j(h . (3.4) 
k~oo El! 
For each n E ~ we find a constant M, > 0 such that the Jacobi polynomials atisfy 
Py) (x ) -  (1 - (1 - (El + + + 1)n) 
2(~4. 1) ~< M,(1 -x )  2 (3.5) 
for all x E [0, 1] and all ~>fl~> - ½; see Lemma 2.4 of [20]. Writing h(k) := 1/(1 - r (k )2) ,  we thus 
obtain for m, n fixed and k sufficiently large that 
P~7~mh))(r(k),qg(k)) = (1 -  h(--~(1 4. Oh) ) - (1 -  h--~k))lml/2e imp(*) (3.6) 
for all m E 7/ and n E N0 where Ok is a term having order O(h(k) -1 + ~(k) -1 ) for k --~ c¢. We 
next apply the following well-known inequality (see Section 3.6.2 of [13]): For each constant L > 0 
there is a constant M > 0 such that 
0~<e -~- (1  - z / t )  t <<, Me-Zz2/t for all z~>l, t / z~L .  
Hence, for m, n fixed and k sufficiently large, 
_ n 1 \h(k).ln~(k) (1 h- -~( - - [ -Ok)  ) - -e  -n`l+O','ln~`k) 
<~ M n: • (1 4" Oh) . In ~(k). ~(k) -°~" . ~(k)-n, (3.7) 
h(k) 
where M is some constant. Condition (2) of Theorem 1.3 yields that the right-hand side of (3.7) 
has order ~(k)-" • o(1) for k -~ c~ and n fixed. If we also use that 
j (k )  = h(k) .  [ln a(k) -4- c + o(1)] 
then it follows from (3.7) that 
n 
l im ~(k)'(1 - h -~(1  4- 0 , ) )  J(*) 
The same methods also imply that 
and lim ~(k) -°k" = 1, (3.8) 
k---*c~ 
= e -'¢ (n E N0). (3.9) 
limct(k)lml/2(1 l )  j(k)'[ml/2 k~ - h(k ) = e-Lmlc/2 (m C 7/). (3.10) 
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Eq. (3.1) is now a direct consequence of (3.4), (3.6), (3.9), (3.10) and the fact that 
l imk~ ~o(k)~(k) = 0. Thus, the proof of Eq. (3.1) is complete. [] 
3.3. Lemma. Let (~(k))kc~be a sequence with l imk~ ~(k) = oc. Assume that (Ok)kEn is a sequence 
of probability measures on ~2 such that 
lim (n÷~(k))a(k)lml/2(-1)n~o~fo2~ ( - -~  ) *~ P~7  )) , ~o dok(r, ~o) =: A,,m 
exists for all m E 2v and n E No. Then we have 
k~oo Jo L~lml)(r2) rl'~l ei~°m d~k(r, ~o) = A,,,n for all m E Z, n E No. 
Proof. Fix m, n >~ 0. Consider the finite dimensional vector space of all polynomials in two variables 
of degree less than or equal to 2n + ]m[ (where the polynomials are written in polar coordinates). 
We have 
(n÷~(k) )  ~(k)lm'/2 ( -  n (~(k)' ( r ) Jm'n;s't~t 1) Pn,m ~ ,  ~0 -~ ~ f,~(k) r(lsl)(r2)rlslei~S 
t>~0, 2t+]s[ ~<2n+lm ] 
f~(k) for coefficients jm,,;~,t E C which are determined uniquely. Eq. (3.2) yields that 
. ~(k) f l  for m=s,n=t ,  
lam f , ,  ,. ~,t = I. 0 otherwise. K---~ OO ' ' 
As matrix inversion is a continuous mapping, we find 
L(nlml)(r 2)rlml ei~ m = 
with 
d~(k ) (t + (k)) )l p~s~k)) r m,n;s,t~k ; o~(k)[S'/2 ( -1 (~,q) )  
t>~o, 2t+[s] ~<2n+[m[ 
!ira A~(k) ~ = An m "* m,n; s, tixt, s
t~>0, 2t+ls I <~2n+lm I k o~ 
[] 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now complete. [] 
We next turn to the proof of Theorem 1.4. It will be based on two results which are similar to 
Eq. (3.1) and Lemma 3.3 in the proof of Theorem 1.3. We first state these two results and complete 
then the proof of Theorem 1.4. We now assume that the indices ~(k), r(k), qg(k), j(k), s and c 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
l imd ~(~) = f l  for m--=s,n=t,  
~m,n; S,I k~oo 0 otherwise. ( 
Hence, 
! ira f °°  f02n k c~Jo  L~lmq)(r2)rlml ei~m d0k(r,q~) = 
for m, n ~>0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
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3.4. Lemma. The distributions tik o f  the random variables ~(k) s/2 • Xj(k)(cffk),r(k ), (p(k)) satisfy 
J0~/0  ~ ( ~ )  - -e+- - Im'  lim o~(k ) sn+slmr/2 P~,~tmk)) , q~ duk(r, ~o) 
k- -+~ 
for  all m E 77 and n E ~o. 
Proof. We put h(k) := 1/(1 - r (k)2) .  In the same way as in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) we conclude that 
lim o~(k) sn+slml/2 P~tmk)) , ~p d#k(r, q~) 
k-+~ 
= lim ~(k) ~/2+slml/2 (P(~(mk))(r(k), ~o(k))) j(k) 
k--+oo 
~-~ h-~(+ok) )  . I h(k) 
for all m E 77 and n E ~0 where Ok is a term having order O(h(k) -1 +~(k)  -l ) for k --+ c~. If we 
now apply j ( k )  = h(k) .  [s. In ~(k) + c + o(1)], then we can copy the remaining part of the proof 
of Eq. (3.1) and obtain Lemma 3.4. [] 
It follows inductively from the three-term recurrence relation of the Jacobi polynomials that 
lim o~sP~'lml)(x/O~ s/2) = X n 
~ ----+ 00  
(see Lemma 2.9 of [20]). Hence, the definition of the disk polynomials P(~) leads to n,m 
li~mc~zsn+slml/2p(~)-" - n,m s/2'fP) = r2n+lml "eiq)m for mE Z, nE  [~0. (3.11) 
From this limit relation we obtain the following lemma whose proof is similar to that of Lemma 
3.3. We omit the details. 
3.5. Lemma. Let (~(k))kE~ be a sequence with l imk_~ ~(k) = co. Assume that (ek)kcN is a 
sequence of  probability measures on ~2 such that 
lim O~ sn+s]m]/2 p(~(k)) , ~o d0k(r, ~o) =: A, m 
k ---+ ~¢~ ,10 .10 n, m 
exists for  all m E ?7 and n E No. Then we have 
[- 
e i .  d k r, = An for  all m 77, n lim 
k-'°° Jo Jo 
3.6. Proof of Theorem 1.4. It follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 that the distributions #k of the 
random variables ct(k )~/z(Xj(k)(~(k ), r(k ), qg(k )) satisfy 
iim [~ fo 2~ r 2n+mm' e i~°m d/~k(r, qg)---- e -2cn-clml for m E Z, n E [~o- 
k c~J 0 
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This yields that the distributions #k tend weakly to the Dirac measure of the point (e-C,0) E E2. 
Therefore, the two-dimensional random variables above converge to (e-C,0) in probability. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. [] 
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